Quick Guide For Living Room Furniture

Sofas

A Sofa will most likely be the most expensive investment you
make in your living and it’s important to get it right. I
recommend you start with the biggest piece of furniture for
anymore and build upon it. You can tape out the measurements
of your sofa in your living room to make sure it fits with your
plan.

Chairs

Accent chairs can make a room fun and interesting through the
use of color, design and materials. Try putting them in a way
that helps stimulate conversation in your living room. Try
having them face each other or your sofa.

Rugs

You can use area rugs to define spaces in your living room.
Keep in mind that having a rug that is too small is one of the
most common mistakes. The best option is to have all your
furniture sit on top of it. If that’s not possible, opt for at least
part of the furniture to be touching it.

Coffee
Tables

When picking a coffee table make sure the height is slightly
than any sofas or chairs around it. Since it’s a practice piece
of furniture you want it to be convenient to use as well. Also,
they should be at arm's length from any seat near it. This will
ensure it’s easy to place down drinks or grab snacks from it.

Side
Tables

Side tables are a great way to make sure everyone in the room
has a comfortable place to put they’re food or belongings.
These should be as high was adjacent sitting furniture to
make sure it looks right. Make sure there’s enough room to
add these in without making it look over crowded.

Floor
Lamps

Adding lamps to a room is like putting on jewelry for the
perfect outfit. Make sure the style compliments the rest of the
space. The best rooms have lighting at different levels from
overhead recessed lighting to floor level lights.

